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OVERVIEW

Pure Projects have been appointed by Townsville Council to provide a review of the

existing CBD and the designated Priority Development Areas (PDA) with the view of

providing an updated Master Plan that will enable the reactivation of the Town Centre.

As part of the overall activation strategy this reporting has been extended to include key

tourist designations, recreational areas and other development opportunities including

Castle Hill, Rowes Bay and Radical Bay on the prestigious Magnetic Island.

Townsville has a relatively young demographic with strong economic fundamentals and

is the largest city in Tropical Australia it is a leader and standout in the region as

gateway for agriculture, mining, education, military and home of the key Great Barrier

Reef Authority.

Some of these inherent attributes are as follows:

• Location of two universities in Northern Queensland - James Cook University

(JCU) and Central Queensland University (CQU)

• Substantial Port Activity as an import and export destination

• Townsville Base Hospital as the Regional Hospital

• Military base as one of the largest in Australia supporting Army and RAAF

• Key centre and world leader in Tropical Research in Coral and Tropical Medicine

through JCU and AIMS

• Headquarters of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority GBRMPA

• Significant Cultural Community and established events

• Home of the North Queensland Cowboys Rugby League Team

Pure Projects strongly believes that Council’s role in any Master Planning is to provide

the framework and invest in key public infrastructure that will enable the private sector to

deliver commercially sustainable developments that assist in activation and place

making.

Overview of the CBD and PDA

Currently there is a lot of vacancies in the CBD with the continual decline in visitation

and as a result a decrease in retail activities. Throughout extensive community

consultation and review of existing and proposed plans, Pure Projects will look for

effective ways to revitalise the CBD through opportunities for connectivity and place

making.

Currently the CBD runs in a north – south direction along the Ross River and is

constrained to the west by Castle Hill and to the east by the operational port. The

greater CBD extends to both sides of the Ross River which is a great natural asset but

also creates a natural divide in the CBD and the connectivity / flow of the City.

Current issues identified in the CBD affecting visitation and activation are as follows:

• Lack of shade especially in transiting from one place to another

• Lack of parking

• Declining retail activity and lack of decent shops

• Lack of attractions that bring the local community into the CBD on weekdays and

weekends other than work

• Perception of safety issues of during the evening

• Lack of public transport support with easy routes when accessing the CBD from

the western and northern suburbs

Townsville is located in the dry tropics, making commuting around the CBD as a

pedestrian in the summer months difficult given the lack of shade, which we believe

contributes to the decline in visitation.

On review of the CBD and its architecture there is a surprising lack of Tropical

Architecture in the area which contributes to the lack of shade and shelter when

commuting around the CBD.

Based on our consultation with key community groups and a review of the CBD and

Townsville's natural assets, there are many opportunities to reactivate the CBD through

events and place making. With the commitment to the new Stadium from the State and

Federal Governments we believe that this is a key catalyst for the reactivation of the

CBD as long as connectivity opportunities are maximised to make commuting around

and accessing the CBD easy and comfortable.
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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION

OVERVIEW

From December 2016 to April 2017 Pure Projects undertook extensive Community

Consultation with various groups as a representation of the greater Townsville

community.

Some of the groups that we have consulted include:

• Selected resident focus groups 20-50 years

• Local Developers

• Business representatives

• Community Clubs such as Cowboys

• Business Groups such as TEL, UDIA, PCA

• Townsville Port Authority

• James Cook University

• Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority

• Cultural representatives such as PANQ, AFCM, Umbrella

• Hoteliers such as The Ville

• Youth representatives local 21-26 year old fully employed youth

• Townsville Councillors

• Indigenous Community Leaders

FEEDBACK FROM COMMUNITY CONSULTATION

Following is a summary of the Community Consultation findings – more detail is

contained within the Tourism Think Tank Report. Following is some of the key

feedback that has informed our Master Planning and prioritisation of projects:

Cultural

Based on the meetings with various Cultural representatives it is evident that there is a

vibrant Cultural Society who are active in the Dance, Performing Arts, and Visual Arts.

It was also evident that all performing centres throughout Townsville were at capacity

as supported by the fact that the Civic Centre was booked out 3 years in advance.

The CBD

In many groups that we interviewed the feedback on what was missing in the CBD to

attract people was as follows:

• Lack of decent retail options

• Safety at night-time

• Lack of things to do on weekends

• Lack of free parking

Some of the newer developments and offerings such as City Lane were seen as a

positive.

Attractions in the CBD like Reef HQ were dated and in need of upgrading.

The Strand

Most groups noted The Strand as a destination that they enjoy and visit on a weekend.

There was feedback that there was a lack of amenity and food options near to key

points along The Strand.

The rock pool was seen as a piece of infrastructure that was dated and dirty with most

groups consulted noting that they did not use it as it was only cleaned once a week.

The water in the Rockpool is generally not clear and can be light brown appearance

depending upon the sea conditions.

Other feedback was that there was a lack of ability to hire sporting equipment.



COMMUNITY CONSULTATION

Leisure Activities

Given the relatively young demographic of Townsville there was a lot of feedback on

leisure activities and the need for more facilities and variety. Some of the common

feedback was a follows:

• Strong desire for a water park / wave pool

• Enhancement of the Mountain Bike Trails

• More sport and equipment hire options along The Strand

Local Developers

Generally the feedback was that the local development community wanted Council to

take a leading role in enabling sites and streamlining the DA process.

There was a lot of criticism over the Councils recent EOI processes especially for the

Cultural Centre.

Some of the local developers saw Council and the Port Authority as competing for the

lease and development of new product and believed that this provided an unbalanced

playing field.

Transport

Common feedback was the lack of suitable public transport options to access the CBD

and the lack of parking in the CBD as contributing factors to the lack of visitation.

There was a common belief that the bus network was a poor service that took too long,

with this being the main reason for not utilising the service. Most groups consulted

noted that they would use a bus service if the routes and timing were more aligned with

their timing and destination needs.

Surprisingly there is no suburban train service other than regional services and freight

– the main station is at the end of Flinders Street with the main line running through the

spine of Townsville.

Carparking in the CBD

There was overwhelming feedback that there was a lack of parking in the CBD. This

feedback was especially true of Flinders Street East where there was a belief that the

area was under providing in suitable and accessible parking options for weekend and

night trade.

Townsville as a Place of Work Leadership

Based on our consultation the feedback was positive and at times one of disbelief that

Townsville did not promote better some of the areas in which the City is a World

Leader. These areas highlighted to us were as follows:

• Reef HQ is the only aquarium in the world with a live coral reef

• Townsville is the leader in world research into coral reefs

• Leader in tropical medicine research

Pride in Townsville

It was evident from our consultation that there is a lot of passion, commitment and

pride in Townsville from the local community. Along with this was a great sense of

community.



PRIORITY DEVELOPMENT AREA (PDA) REVIEW



On the 23 October 2015 the Townsville City Waterfront Priority Development Area (PDA)

Scheme was adopted by the State Government.

The purpose of the PDA was to provide the Townsville’s CBD with streamlined planning

assessments that can consider their merit based on the contribution to stimulating

economic growth in our city heart.

The development of the Townsville City Waterfront PDA was facilitated through a

partnership between the Queensland Government, the Port of Townsville Limited and

Townsville City Council with planning and development assessment responsibilities shared

between the State Government and Council.

The PDA covers an area of 97.2 hectares (63.7 hectares land and 33.5 hectares water)

and extends north – south along the Ross River. With the PDA identifying areas for public

spaces, development areas, movement corridors and transport node

The PDA has been separated into seven Precincts with distinct planning guidelines

provided for each area / zone.

These Precincts are as follows:

P1 - City Waterfront Gateway

P2 - Waterside Living

P3 - Culture and Entertainment

P4 - City Reach

P5 - Research & Tourism

P6 - Ocean Gateway

P7 - Maritime Mixed Use

REVIEW OF CURRENT PRIORITY DEVELOPMENT AREA



REVIEW OF THE EXISTING PDA - Continued

As part of the consultation process and master planning, Pure Projects are reviewing the

potential uses for each of the PDA area (both current Council Planning and other

alternatives) and the appeal for development by both Council and the private sector.

There are many plans and Council initiatives that are underway, including the planning of

the South Yards site, planning of a river front walkway and planning of the City Reach

Ferry Terminal. Along with the Council's initiatives within the PDA, Townsville Port

Authority have also been undertaking master planning for their sites on each side of the

Ross River.

With the PDA being established in October 2016, there has been minimal development

within the area over this time with the exception of a number of the Honeysuckle

Developments and the new Stadium which is planned for completion in 2020.

In our review of the CBD there are also areas outside the PDA that are key for the

activation of the CDB including connectivity to the Strand, Palmer Street and the Central

CBD area that also need to be considered as part of the overall activation strategy.

An interesting observation of many of the existing developments along the Ross River

are that the developments do not really engage or address the river as a prime vista.

On review of the existing PDA there are key areas on the fringe of the Townsville CBD

that are key to the overall development of the CBD, these areas include :

• The Ville Hotel / Entertainment Centre Area including Extended Marina

• Palmer Street

• The old rail way yard site to the east of the proposed Stadium development

• Areas around the existing Civic Theatre

• Areas of the Strand

• The Dean Street Carpark Area

We believe that Council should review the planning requirements around these sites and

with the assistance of the State Government look to extend the PDA to include these

areas, making development approvals easy to obtain within certain predetermined

guidelines.

Other development and activation areas outside the CBD that also should be considered

for additional PDA’s include the below tourism orientated development sites:

• Radical Bay on Magnetic Island

• Rowes Bay Golf Course

• Castle Hill

The options and planning of these areas are detailed later in this report.



Current and Proposed Uses Commentary on impact in CBD Activation Development Opportunities

P1 - City 

Waterfront 

Gateway

This precinct in to the south of the central CBD and currently occupies

• HQ for the Bulletin 

• Cinemas and food retail

• University buildings for CQU and commercial buildings being 

developed by the Honeycoombe Group

• Potential South Yards Development Site (old train yards and 

service buildings)

• Accommodation and hotel buildings

Council has been developing a Master Plan for the South Yards area 

with a view to enable the site for private investors and developers for 

commercial activities.

Based on our review we believe that the development of

this area will continue in line with the market expanding 

and the need for new product.  Given the location of the 

ability of the area to have an immediate impact on the 

activation of the CBD is limited, however, is a long term 

key area given the water frontage to most of the properties 

and the adjacency across Ross River from the new 

Stadium.

The South Yards Development area has been mostly 

resolved from a Master and Urban planning aspect, 

however, we question the prioritisation of this area over 

others in relation to the expenditure of capital and CBD 

activation as it is on the fringe of the current CBD

1. South Yards commercial 

precinct, Council to get 

DA approvals and on sell 

the development 

opportunity.

2. Med-high Rise 

Residential

3. Student Accommodation

4. Commercial

5. Entertainment

6. Education

P2 - Waterside

Living

This precinct is on the east side of the Ross River directly adjacent to 

the new Stadium.

The precinct is earmarked for residential / hotel, however, based on 

our review we feel that this area is better utilised with uses that are 

more complimentary to the Stadium.  While these uses may not have 

the same yields as straight residential developments, the stimulus of 

the area with frequent and continuous patronage will be key in 

contributing to the activation of the CBD.

It is key that any development on this site complement the 

new stadium so that the area can become a precinct.

1. Entertainment & 

Exhibition Precinct

2. Cowboys Centre for 

Sporting Excellence 

including Training Field

3. Sports Science Education

4. Sport Rehab and 

Treatment Centre

5. Accommodation

6. Community Sporting 

Facilities 

7. Water Park

8. Hotel

9. Childcare



Current and Proposed Uses Commentary on impact in CBD Activation Development Opportunities

P3 - Culture &

Entertainment

This precinct covers the new Stadium site to the south of Rooney 

Street, along with Central Park to the north.  Along with this we would 

include the Victoria Bridge in this precinct as an important link to the 

CBD.

The Stadium Site is relatively locked in and we await the approved 

plans to understand the complementary offerings anticipated in this 

area of the precinct.

The Central park area is a key site for the connectivity of the Stadium 

to CBD and Palmer Street. Potential uses for Central Park site are:

• F&B

• Cultural Centre

• Landscaping and waterfront walk

• Indigenous Celebration Park

The Central Park Site also is the location of the Mabo Memorial and is 

a key site for the celebration of the Indigenous Culture.

The Central Park site along with Victoria Bridge are key to 

linking the Stadium to both the CBD and Palmer Street.  

The creation of a shady pleasant linkage that can be used 

in middle of summer will be key to the success of the CBD 

activation.

The Central Park site is also a potential location for a new 

Cultural Centre.  Commentary on options for the Cultural 

Centre are provided later in the report.

Central Park is a key and priority site to get right as it is a 

key pedestrian linkage and from the stadium to the CBD, 

Finders and Palmer Streets

1. Parklands, Waterfront 

Walk

2. Cultural Precinct

3. Concert Hall

4. Outdoor Amphitheatre

5. F&B Outlets & Café

6. Kids Play Areas

7. Indigenous Celebration 

Park

8. Fishing Platforms

9. Small Ferry Wharf

P4 - City 

Reach

The City Reach Precinct is adjacent to the heart of the CBD and 

includes:

• Finders Street East

• Tomins Street / Plume Street Waterfront

• Townsville Yacht Club

• Neville George Maritime Park and Maritime Museum

Currently the option for the relocation of the Ferry Terminal is being 

explored in this area.  Options for the Ferry Terminal are reviewed 

later in this report.

This precinct is key in providing and maintaining the entertainment, 

dining and leisure directly adjacent to the CBD. 

The City Reach Precinct is key for the activation of the 

CBD.

This precinct especially Flinders Street East provides a 

key link to the Strand, The Ville Hotel, Reef HQ and 

Museum of Tropical Queensland – the treatment of this 

link and providing shade will be key to the activation  of the 

CBD and the connectivity of key attractions during day-

time.

Ideally the treatment of Finders Street East through 

shading and greening may see the activation of this key 

restaurant and bar strip during the day-time.

1. Option for the New

Flinders Street Ferry 

Terminal

2. Activation of the Finders 

Street Waterfront

3. Waterfront Walkway

4. Greening and shading of 

Flinders Street

5. Ogden Street Waterfront 

Bar, Café and Function 

Centre

6. New Multi deck Carpark

7. Opening up the water 

front to pedestrians

8. Water front restaurants

9. Parklands and public 

spaces



Current and Proposed Uses Commentary on impact in CBD Activation Development Opportunities

P5 - Research 

& Tourism

This precinct is to the north of Flinders Street East and includes some 

key research and cultural facilities including:

• Reef HQ 

• The Museum of Tropical Queensland

• TEL

• GBRMPA

On our review this area also a potential location for the cultural Centre 

given the adjacent attractions being Reef HQ and the Museum.  Other 

potential uses in the precinct are office for AIMS, relocation of the 

Maritime Museum, Relocation of the HMAS Townsville

Adjacent to the area is the proposed Hive Development across the 

road from Reef HQ and the Museum, this proposed development sits 

outside the PDA – this site could provide a key linkage to the Strand 

and the Marina Area.

This precinct is key and has the opportunity to link the 

CBD to the Strand and Marina Area.

Also this area has the potential to become a key cultural 

centre to support tourism along with administrative and 

research accommodation to support the Great barrier 

Reef.

1. The Hive as a option for 

the Concert Hall and 

activation of the current 

vacant site

2. Revamp of Reef HQ

3. Relocation of the 

Maritime Museum

4. Reactivation of the 

Indigenous Cultural 

Centre

5. F&B

6. Tourism Retail

7. Commercial offices 

relating to Reef Research 

and Conservation

P6 - Ocean 

Gateway

This precinct is to provide a link to the Entertainment Centre and The 

Ville and currently includes:

• Existing Ferry Terminal and Carpark

• Residential Accommodation

• Public Boat Ramp

The potential uses for the site include residential, hotels, potential 

relocated ferry terminal waterfront restaurants, waterfront parklands.

This area is also another option for a new Ferry Terminal. Options for 

the Ferry Terminal are reviewed later in this report.

While this site is at the extreme north of the PDA it has 

min. impact on the activation of the CBD, but does provide 

a key link to the marina, entertainment venues along with 

the premier hotel accommodation in Townsville.

1. Option for New Ferry 

Terminal

2. Residential

3. Hotel & Entertainment

4. Waterfront Walk & 

Parklands

5. Relocation of the Boat 

Ramp to release the land 

for water front 

development



Current and Proposed Uses Commentary on impact in CBD Activation Development Opportunities

P7 - Maritime

Mixed Use

This precinct is currently under the control of the Port Authority and 

has been designated as a zone for commercial activities that support 

marine based businesses.

Based on our meetings with the Port Authority we understand that 

there has been a Master Plan developed for this site that details a 

multi-storey commercial building, waterfront retail complex, waterfront 

residential developments.

The development of this site has no direct impact on the 

activation of the CBD but could complement the further 

activation of Palmer Street in the future.

1. Any development

activities will be based on 

the direction of the Port 

Authority.



KEY CBD SITES OUTSIDE THE PDA



Potential 

Recreational 

Opportunity

Aurizon Owned Site

Dean Street Council 

Carpark & 

Development Site

Potential Hive 

Development

Palmer Street Food & 

Accommodation

CBD

KEY DEVELOPMENT SITES OUTSIDE THE PDA

Potential Marina 

ExpansionPotential Expansion 

of The Ville

Redevelopment of 

the Entertainment 

Area

Civic Theatre & Reid 

Park Area



OVERVIEW

There is a number of sites that sit outside the defined PDA that are of importance and

have the potential to activate the CBD and provide linkages to and through the CBD.

Most of these key sites outside the PDA are held by private developers and the ability of

Council to provide a framework for the development of the sites will provide community

benefit from the expenditure and economic stimulus of construction activities, creating

jobs and improvement of the quality of facilities and venues in the area.

Some of these sites include:

The Ville Hotel Extension / Entertainment / Marina Expansion

This area sits as the gateways to Townsville via water and holds potential to be a

signature site that dominates the water front vista. Currently the precinct that is

occupied by The Ville Hotel & Casino / The Entertainment Centre has poor linkage to

the CBD with limited shade for pedestrian access.

The Ville Hotel & Casino - Currently The Ville provides accommodation rooms,

conferencing areas, casino and F&B offerings it is the only 4-5 star hotel offering in

Townsville. The hotel is currently undergoing substantial refurbishment works to

revamp the hotel’s room, dining and entrance area. The operator has also purchased a

portion of land directly adjacent to the existing Hotel which provides substantial

expansion potential for potentially additional hotel rooms and / or entertainment options.

Entertainment Centre - The Entertainment Centre is located directly adjacent to The

Ville at the end of the break wall. The Centre is due to be used as the Basketball

Centre for the 2018 Commonwealth Games. We are led to believe that the Centre has

some ongoing operational and maintenance issues with roof leaks and air conditioning

issues with the Council committing capital to rectify these items prior to the hosting of

the Commonwealth Games Basketball in 2018. Therefore the immediate

redevelopment of this site is likely unfeasible. In the long term we believe that this site

should be redeveloped as a key iconic building on the Townsville landscape.

Marina Expansion - With the expansion in aquatic tourism up and down the east

coast of Australia there will be an increase in the demand for quality long / medium and

short time marina berths. The area in front of The Ville and Entertainment Centre is

perfectly located for the future expansion of a Marina. Marina expansion could also

include F&B retail areas, residential and adventure tourism areas.

To optimise the activation of this area, it is key that shaded linkages from the CBD are

provided.

The Hive

This site, in the heart of what is a key tourism / marine research / cultural node, has the

ability to connect the end of Flinders Street to the Strand and Marina Precinct.

We understand the developer Griffin Group is looking to the development of the site and

has designated part of the site for the potential Concert Hall, Art Gallery and Library as

part of the recent Cultural EOI.

Based on our review and precinct analysis if the Concert Hall was to be located in this

development it would complement the other cultural activities in direct area being Reef

HQ and the Museum of Tropical North Queensland. Further analysis of the this site in

undertaken later in this report, we note that the viability of this site for the Concert Hall

would be subject to financial analysis and assessment.

The proposed development also has F&B, office, residential and carparking.

Palmer Street

Currently Palmer Street sits outside the PDA and as a prominent restaurant and

accommodation destination in Townsville the upgrade and enhancement of this street

with a coordinated street scape that introduces shading and activation of the outdoor

spaces will reinvigorate the street and re-establish it as a key restaurant precinct.

The wooden boat yard site on Palmer Street which is owned by Council also presents a

great development opportunity for a mixed use – Ground Floor F&B and residential /

accommodation. This site could be activated by Council and offered to the market as a

shovel ready project which would then provide funds for other projects and activities.

Dean Street Council Carpark Site

The current Council Carpark has a potential to incorporate other development activities

which would fund the construction of a more space efficient multi-deck carpark.

It is important that the Council Carpark is maintained for both CBD overflow and use

when the Stadium is in operation the vertical staking of parking would provide surplus

land that could be developed for other cultural / commercial activities. Later in this

report we explore some options for this site.



Old Rail Yards

The old rail yards represent a significant site opposite the new Stadium and is privately

owned. We are aware that that there is a number of proposed development

opportunities on this site that could be complementary for the activation of the CBD,

however, these are limited in potential due to the current zoning of the site restricting its

use and ability to be developed with activities that will complement the new Stadium.

At this stage we believe that the private sector should be the judge of the potential and

use of the site. However, it maybe beneficial to have an additional PDA for this site to

unlock the potential uses and activate the site and therefore the area in general.

The Strand Enhancement

The Stand is one of the major destinations for Townsville residents to socialise and with

its aspect looking toward the majestic Magnetic Island it presents one of the real jewels

in Townsville. We also believe that there is a significant opportunity along the Strand

that could provide branding and interest in Townsville through the placement of public

infrastructure.

The Stand supports social, cultural and recreational activities with activities such as

sailing, dragon boating, swimming and running alone the water front pathway.

We believe that the incorporation of the following infrastructure in this area could further

enhance the attraction of Townsville to both residents and regional tourists:

• Incorporation of a substantial swimming lagoon near the marina end of the

strand, this venue should be iconic and have all supporting restaurants, cafes,

etc. Obviously this may been seen as a replacement of the existing Rockpool

and other uses for this venue such as a Skate Board Park would have to be

explored. The opportunity for incorporating a lagoon is detailed later in this

report.

• Creation of a natural outdoor amphitheatre along the Strand or around the

proposed lagoon would be a great inclusion for the airing of outdoor concerts and

performances. The incorporation of outdoor entertainment venues is discussed

later in this report.

• Based on our discussions there is feedback that there are a lot of restrictions

imposed along The Strand there would be merit in reviewing all these restrictions

with a view to encourage more year round use of this special waterfront beach

and parkland.

The CBD

The CBD traditionally is the heart of any vibrant city with the central area for all retail,

entertainment, cultural and business activities.

While parts of the CBD are activated there are still significant vacancies in retail and

commercial spaces. This is especially evident right in the traditional heart of the CBD

along Flinders Street where many of the arcades and street facing shop fronts are empty

and have fallen into disrepair.

In our consultation the lack of quality retail outlets in the CBD was commonly raised, with

the Townsville CBD currently being quiet it is evident that there is not enough foot traffic

to support a thriving retail precinct in the CBD. While the return of retail activities in the

CBD still a viable prospect there needs to be an increase on visitation to the CBD by

locals coming from the suburbs for unique and engaging experiences.

The revitalisation of the CBD will need to be achieved through a combination of multiple

strategies with are dependent on Council and the private sector. Some of these may

include:

• Council encouraging the owners of empty shop fronts along Flinders Street to

place attractive hoardings or refurbish there spaces ready for lease. These

shops in the short term could be used as art galleries or council information pop-

ups.

• Permitting of small bars along Flinders Street with the change in liquor licencing.

• Enhance lighting within the CBD to encourage greater night use providing a safer

environment

• Greening of the CBD, currently much of the CBD is void of suitable shading

making pedestrian access around the CBD in some months unbearable.

• Encouragement of multi-storey residential developments within the CBD, it is

widely know that the development of residential units within CBD’s are a great

way of pulling people into the CBD as an activator. Council may want to consider

ways of encouraging development.

• The location of student accommodation within the CBD is also a great way of

activating the CBD and pulling more people into the area.



ADDITIONAL PRIORITY DEVELOPMENT AREAS



On review of the existing PDA’s there are other development areas on the fringe of the

Townsville CBD that are key to the overall revitalisation of both the CBD and Townsville

generally. These areas would benefit from a review of the planning and zoning

requirements of any future potential development.

Areas on the fringe of the existing PDA include

• The Ville Hotel / Entertainment Centre Area including Marina Extension

• The old rail way yard site to the east of the proposed Stadium Development

• Areas around the existing Civic Theatre

• Areas of the Strand

• The Dean Street Carpark Area

Other development and activation areas outside the CBD that also should be

considered for additional PDA’s include the below tourism orientated development sites:

• Radical Bay on Magnetic Island

• Rowes Bay Golf Course

• Castle Hill

The options and planning of these areas are detailed later in this report.

The Ville Hotel / Entertainment Centre Area including Marina

Extension

The extension of the PDA to this area will enable and encourage development of these

key sites with the right height and massing reflecting the future aspirations of

Townsville as a key regional hub of business, culture and entertainment. Any

developments on these sites would likely be Tourism / Entertainment related with the

inclusion of the Marina Extension there will also be some premium residential

opportunities.

The Old Railway Yard Site

This area is to the east of the proposed Stadium Development. This development site

has the potential to complement the Stadium site and provide some depth to the

precinct. The site is currently unused therefore prime for redevelopment. With the right

planning controls and guidelines placed over this site there is a number of development

opportunities to activate the site.

These development opportunities include privately owned and operated recreational

areas or parks, health and allied health related uses, commercial and retail

opportunities, mixed use residential, hotels, etc.

Areas around the existing Civic Theatre

Given the location of the Civic Theatre and the availability of land there are opportunities

for the development of the area to both complement the current use and also batter

cater and complement the V8 Supercars..

Some of the opportunities are the development of an auto entertainment precinct with

elements such as car museum, Go Karting attractions and family entertainment areas.

Areas of the Strand

In all research and community consultation the Strand was a standout as a key place

that locals were proud of and where they took visitors to Townsville.

The Strand upgrade was completed around 17 years ago and there is a key opportunity

to provide a better public amenity along in this area.

Some of the enhancement opportunities include better public swimming facilities,

restaurants and cafes, equipment hire, function spaces, mixed use developments, etc.

With the Strand being one of the existing jewels in Townsville the enhancement of this

area can maintain it as a key local and tourist destination.

The Dean Street Carpark Area

Given this site’s proximity to both the new Stadium and Central Park this site is prime for

development to complement the overall area. While the function as a council carpark

can be maintained the better utilisation of this site is a real opportunity for Council.

Some of the options for this site are multi-deck carpark, cultural use, entertainment,

restaurants cafes, commercial, retail, etc.

Maintaining Council carparking on this site key as it can provide both CBD overflow

parking as it currently does along with peak stadium overflow parking around key

events.

ADDITIONAL PDA OPTIONS
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Other development and activation areas outside the CBD that also should be considered for additional PDA’s

include the below tourism orientated development sites:

• Radical Bay

• Castle Hill

• Rowes Bay Golf Course

Radical Bay

Radical Bay located on Magnetic Island is a key opportunity for development of a iconic Luxury Resort as a

Tourism destination. The operation of a luxury resort in this majestic part of Townsville would provide ideal

advertisement and promotional opportunities.

With Magnetic Island being in such close proximity to the centre of Townsville and the airport this site presents a

unique opportunity.

The addition of a PDA over this area will allow the redefining of the planning controls and guidelines to unlock the

full potential of this site and location as a key tourist destination. Any planning guidelines would need to carefully

consider the environmental sensitivity of the area.

Details on the opportunities for this location are detailed later in this report.

Castle Hill

Castle Hill is a key location and landmark in Townsville, through all our consultation it is a key attraction for locals

and tourists alike. The addition of a PDA to this area should be considered to unlock the potential of any

development in this iconic location.

The development and activation opportunities on Castle Hill are detailed later in this report.

Rowes Bay Golf Course

Given the opportunities around Golf Tourism the enhancement of this golf course and surrounding areas has a lot

of merit, the addition of a PDA to this area would enable more streamline approvals and development of the area.

Rowes Bay Golf Course

Radical Bay

ADDITIONAL PDA OPTIONS

Castle Hill



MASTER PLAN AND AREAS OF ACTIVATION
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CENTRAL PARK



CENTRAL PARK – LINKING THE STADIUM TO THE CITY

On reviewing the activation of this space it is evident that the Central Park Area is key in

linking the new Stadium Precinct to the CBD, Palmer and Finder Street.

As a key green space within the CBD this area should be retained as a public space

providing access to the Ross River and linking other key activation opportunities.

Options of the activation of Central Park for public use and enjoyment are as follows:

• Extensive tropical landscaping with shaded walkways linking to Palmer Street

complete with an abundance of shaded seating areas and landscape / hardscape

interest points

• Parkland / Water front Cafes incorporating extensive topical landscaping seating

and kids play area, cycle parking

• Water front walkway with shaded seating options

• Fishing platforms extending out over the water with modern architecturally design

shade structures

• Indigenous garden and celebration point around the existing Mabo dedication

sculpture

• Incorporation of a ferry drop off wharf as part of the overall ferry service strategy to

the upper Ross River areas



USES ANALYSIS AND CONCEPTS
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CULTURAL OVERVIEW & OPTIONS ANALYSIS



CULTURAL CENTRES AND ACTIVITIES

OVERVIEW

Townsville has a significant underlying and vibrant Cultural Community with strong 
representation and participation in the performing and visual arts, with events that are 
held annually being mostly oversubscribed.

Some of the key cultural events are as follows:

• Australian Festival of Chamber Music (AFCM) 

• Shakespeare in the Park

• Vision Light Festive

• V8 Supercars

• Groovin the Moo Music Festival

• Strand Ephemera - Statues / Sculptures by the Water

• Townsville Fashion Festival 

EXISTING THEATRES AND VENUES

Based on our review Townsville provides a wide range of Cultural experiences including 
Theatre, Performing Arts, Visual Arts, Museums and Aquariums with the majority of the 
venues supporting the arts being located in the proximity of the CBD.

Some of the major facilities and venues are as follows:

• Civic Theatre - 900 seating capacity

• C2 (Dance North) - 100 seating capacity

• St James Cathedral - 180 seating capacity

• Catholic Cathedral - 120 seating capacity

• Convention & Entertainment Centre @ The Ville

• Perc Tucker Gallery

• Museum of Tropical Queensland

• Umbrella Studio Gallery

• Reef HQ

• Maritime Museum

Civic Theatre

Based on our consultation the feedback is that there is a undersupply of suitable
performing spaces in Townsville with the one key theatre (Civic Theatre) being booked
out year round with no capacity to cater for additional performances without significant
development and additions.

Also with a seating capacity of 900 the Civic Theatre is not seen as big enough to cater
for the growth in interest in events from local, interstate and international patrons.
Another specific Concert Hall with a seating capacity of in the order of 1,000 seats is
required.

In addition to the undersupply there is a number of issues with the Civic Theatre’s
suitability as a Concert Hall due to configuration issues. Other feedback was that the
existing theatre is remote from the CBD and provides a poor dining experience.

Feedback was that other than the Civic Theatre which has had its issues, all other
performing venues are of poor quality and amenity.

Reef HQ

One of the most significant cultural and tourism venues is Reef HQ being the only
aquarium with a live coral reef in the world. Reef HQ is run down and in need of urgent
upgrading to keep relevant in comparison to the international standards and design of
aquariums. Currently the experience as a tourist designation is poor from the time you
enter the lobby area.

With over 140,000 visits per annum Reef HQ is a significant economic driver and needs
a much better presence and image.

Indigenous Cultural Centre

The existing Indigenous Cultural Centre has been shutdown due to operational issues
which has also contributed to the lack of arrival for Reef HQ which shared a common
entrance area.

There are significant opportunities around Indigenous Tourism that Townsville are not
catering for with the closure of the cultural centre.

Perc Tucker Gallery

Perc Tucker Regional Gallery is Townsville's premier regional art gallery, offering a
dynamic range of local, national and international exhibitions complemented by
workshops, talks and a host of other programs



CULTURAL CENTRES AND ACTIVITIES

Museum of Tropical Queensland

The Museum of Tropical Queensland is part of the Queensland Museum Network and s 

the only branch of the Queensland Museum north of Brisbane.  The focus of the museum 

is on researching and interpreting the cultural and natural heritage of tropical 

Queensland.

The present museum opened in 2000 on the site of an earlier, smaller building. Its new 

and modern displays explore life in the tropics from pre-historic times to the modern era.  

The Museum provides a good quality experience and is located next to Reef HQ.

CULTURAL BODIES IN TOWNSVILLE

There are a number of Cultural bodies and organisations in Townsville, there is a very

vibrant and passionate cultural community. Some of the organisations are as follows:

• Australian Festive of Chamber Music 

• Dance North

• Ann Roberts School of Dance

• 1RAR

• BARRIER Reef Orchestra

• La Luna Arts

• Full Throttle Theatre

• Museum of Tropical Queensland

• Reef HQ

• Theatre NQ

• Umbrella Studios

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

There was common feedback that Townsville did not attract bands and live music, there

was common request from the 20-30 year age group for more live music and concerts.

Feedback from the Australian Festival of Chamber Music (AFCM) was that the existing

venues were of poor quality when catering for international performers and guests, all

available venues were geographically remote from one another and remote from food

offerings making the logistics of running the event challenging.

AFCM is one of the significant cultural events that provides activation and economic

stimulus. Some of the statistics provided on the event are as follows:

• Runs for 9 days in last August – an annual event

• 16,500 tickets sold

• Attendees : 2/3 from interstate (mainly from NSW / VIC), 1/3 from Townsville, 

target market over 65 years females

• Generates 10,500 bed nights for the local economy

• Economic Impact: $6.3 million cost with a 2.3 economic impact

Other events such as Groovin the Moo and the Shakespeare In the Park events are well 

patronised, also given the fact that the Civic Theatre is booked our year round indicated 

and supports the feedback that there is a vibrant Cultural scheme that is under catered 

for in the local community.



CULTURAL ACTIVATION

Options for the activation of the CBD through culture are as follows:

• New state of the Art Concert Hall which is aesthetically unique and appealing

• Outdoor Concert / Performing Spaces

– Large space along the Strand

– Smaller more intermate spaces within the CBD

• Modernisation of the Perc Tucker Gallery

• Refurbishment of Reef HQ

• Indigenous Art and Cultural Precinct

The focus should be on providing quality experiences within the CBD.

Given that Townsville is in the Dry Tropics there is a great opportunity to embrace the

fact that there is less overall rain fall than surroundings areas and provide quality

outdoor entertainment areas to complement the indoor entertainment areas.

Large Outdoor Concert Venues 

Larger public entertainment areas along The Strand or within Central Park would be a 

great cultural addition and would carter for public entertainment such as :

• Live music

• AFCM events

• Movie Theatre by the Stars

Smaller Outdoor Entertainment Areas

The introduction of smaller performing spaces within the CBD along Flinders Street

would further enhance the activation of the CBD and provide evening entertainment

options.

By creating smaller entertainment zones this would provide options for small public

entertainment and performances from bands, classical music and street performers.

Stages Over the Water

Given Townsville interaction with the water through the Strand and along the Ross River 

there is some unique opportunities for the incorporation of entertainment stages over the 

water both along The Strand and along the river off Central Park and Flinders Street 

East.  Holding key events on such stages would be another way of activating the CBD 

and providing unique attractions.



CULTURAL ACTIVATION

Modernisation of the Perc Tucker Gallery

The modernisation of the Perc Tucker Gallery to provide a wider demographic attraction

would be a great addition to the cultural activation of Townsville providing another unique

cultural experience.

Many galleries have seen greater patronage through the modernisation of the way they

cater for a wider demographic one option is the addition of evening opening hours along

with themed lighting and drinks on arrival catering for a younger demographic.

Refurbishment of Reef HQ

The refurbishment of Reef HQ would be a great addition to rounding the cultural and

educational significance of this key attraction. The current aquarium is dated from both an

entry statement and the inside aquarium format.

Through Pure Projects experience working with Sealife on Sydney Aquarium, it is evident

that the current Reef HQ is in need of revamping and modernisation. With the only live reef

attraction in the world and Townsville being the centre of coral reef research there is a

perfect opportunity for this aquarium to be a leader in presenting and creating awareness in

the Barrier Reef.

We would recommend that Council lobby Government Agencies for the refurbishment of

this key attraction.

Indigenous Art & Cultural Centre

The current Indigenous Art and Cultural Centre has been shut down, and we strongly

believe that a significant new Indigenous Art & Cultural Precinct would be a key attraction

for Townsville, given its thousands of years of indigenous heritage and its importance (as

Eddie Mabo’s home) in the High Court's seminal Mabo native title decision in 1992.

There is strong global growth in Cultural Tourism that has redefined many struggling cities

and economies. Standout examples include MONA (Museum of Old and New Art) in

Tasmania and the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum of Modern Art in Spain.

There is very significant economic upside for Townsville in embracing Cultural Tourism as a

major community and tourism reactivation tool. Given its significance as the largest city in

Northern Australia, it makes sense for Townsville to become the region's epicentre for

quality Indigenous Cultural experiences. To help bring this to fruition, there is significant

Federal and State Funding available for developing quality indigenous cultural attractions.

Night Art Gallery and Performing Theatre – Cuba

Night Modernisation of Reef HQ



ACTIVATION OF THE CBD THROUGH CULTURE

There are numerous examples where cities and regions have been transformed embracing

and creating quality cultural experiences and attractions.

There is a real opportunity to transform and activate the Townsville CBD through

embracing its underlying cultural passion, there are many examples where the investment

and development of culturally infrastructure venues and destinations has resulted in

economic transformation.

The best examples for this transformation of a economy through investment in cultural

infrastructure are:

MONA Museum of Old and New Art in Hobart, Tasmania

This privately owned and operated gallery is a major transformative piece of cultural

infrastructure that has contributed to the total transformation of Tasmania into a key quality

tourism destination both domestically and internationally.

Bilbao Guggenhiem Museum of Modern Art

Bilbao was a failing port city and with the induction and funding of the Bilbao

Guggenheim Museum of Modern Art by the Basque Government has totally transformed

the Spanish city becoming a popular tourist attraction, drawing visitors from around the

globe. In its first three years, almost 4 million tourists visited the museum.

Other examples are included in the in the appendix of this report.

Being the largest City in Northern Australia with existing cultural infrastructure Townsville

as a real opportunity to dominate this space as a cultural destination.

Research confirms that Cultural Tourism is one of the highest yield forms of tourism and

therefore the Council should consider the inclusion of an Indigenous Cultural Art &

Performing Centre as part of the overall master plan and activation strategy.

Images of Mona museum 

Image of Bilbao Guggenheim Museum of Modern Art 



INDIGENOUS ART & CULTURAL PRECINCT

There is a great opportunity for Townsville to embrace and become known for the largest the Indigenous

Arts and Culture centre in northern Australia as a piece of the city’s transformative puzzle.

The building would require significant funding and we are led to believe that there would be State and

Federal Funding available for the construction of a cultural centre supporting and promoting Indigenous

Arts and Culture. We also believe that this would be a significant local, domestic and international tourist

destination as long as the building is of architectural significance and supported by exceptional

collections of art and culture.

The potential location for the Precinct would be the Dean Street Carpark site that is currently owned by

Council. The Cultural Centre could ne located at the prominent corner of the site and would be directly

adjacent to the new Stadium and the ungraded Central Park. Should the Concert Hall be located within

Central Park then a link bridge could be introduced to connect the two cultural centres.

We would recommend that the balance of the site be retained and converted into multi-deck carparking

to support the cultural centre along with providing overflow stadium and CBD parking.

Indigenous 

Cultural & Art 

Precinct

Potential Concert 

Hall

Link Bridge

Multi-deck 

Carpark



OPTIONS FOR CONCERT HALL

Based on the review of the recent EOI that Council issued there were three options for the

location of the New Concert Hall / Cultural Building

1. Within the Hive Development

2. Within the Central Park

3. The Extension and Refurbishment of the Civic Theatre

We understand that Council has appointed Jennifer Bott AO to review the financial modelling of

the three options and the potential ROI’s. Therefore our analysis of the new Concert hall will

depend on the merit of CBD activation taking into account site locations and adjacency to key

infrastructure.

The Hive Development

Based on our review of the options and from a place making and CBD activation aspect we

believe that the Concert Hall within the Hive Development presents a good option for the

activation of the CBD. The site is located at the end of Flinders Street and maybe at the

extremity of what would be a key CBD activation site, but it is available for development and is

close to Reef HQ and the Museum of Tropical Queensland providing the opportunity for a unique

Cultural / experiential hub with good food and connectivity.

The Central Park Arts & Cultural Centre

The Central Park Cultural Centre is located central to the CBD and in close proximity to the new

Stadium. From a place making aspect we have concerns on the bulking and impact the building

has on dominating the green space and parklands that the existing Central Park provides. As the

proposed building also houses the library and art gallery we believe that there is an opportunity to

lessen the massing should some of these functions be located else where. With the potential

Indigenous Art and Performing Centre there could be merit in the location of the Concert Hall

within Central Park with a link bridge providing access to parking and other Cultural activities.

Hive Concert Hall

Central Park Cultural Centre



OPTIONS FOR CONCERT HALL

Extension and Refurbishment of the Civic Theatre

The other option for the location of the new concert hall is the Civic Theatre site, while this has

existing infrastructure and parking we note that we do have concerns on the location and the

remoteness from the CBD.

Based on our community feedback there are general concerns on the location and the

remoteness form key dining precincts such as Palmer and Flinders Streets.

Therefore from a CBD activation aspect we do not see this location as the best option for the New

Concert Hall.

Council Library

We are aware that Council as part of the Concert Hall EOI were looking for a new location for the

Council Library, our recommendation would be that the Library should be retained within the CBD

as a key community space.

The Council should look to modernise the library and make if more relevant to a wider

demographic, with the adoption and availability of on-line sources of information the traditional

use and appeal of the library needs to change as well.

The addition of easy internet access, quiet spaces, community rooms, meeting spaces, specialist

study assistance and cafes can all add to the reactivation and appeal of Townsville Library.

RECOMMENDATION FOR CONCERT HALL

Both the Hive Development and the location of the Concert Hall in Central Park are viable

locations.

Should the funding for an Indigenous Arts & Cultural Centre become a reality it would be

beneficial that the Concert Hall be located within Central Park with a link bridge to the Indigenous

Centre.

We do not see the benefit in relocating the Library and Art Gallery from their existing locations, if

theses functions were relocated it would further draw people away from the heart of the CBD.



CULTURAL & ENTERTAINMENT FACILITIES ANALYSIS
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FERRY TERMINAL

OVERVIEW

Based on our review of the PDA and other city plans that are underway by the Port

Authority there are two options for the location of the Ferry Terminal being off Flinders

Street as a new terminal funded and coordinated by Council or the relocation to the

waterfront opposite TEL as proposed by the Port Authority.

The proposed Finders Street Terminal does have a few issues that need to be resolved as

highlighted in our issues matrix around the purchase of land and reconfiguration of the

marina to enable the project, with the main issue being around the provision of parking for

the residents of Magnetic Island.

While there is a number of hurdles there are some clear activation and economic benefits

to the surrounding businesses should the terminal be relocated.
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FERRY TERMINAL OPTION A – CITY REACH
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FERRY TERMINAL OPTION A – CITY REACH

CITY REACH FERRY TERMINAL - MAPPING

OVERVIEW – CITY REACH FERRY TERMINAL

The option for the relocation of the Ferry Terminal has its advantages from an activation

aspect pulling commuters closer to the CBD and right into the heart of the Flinders Street

Dining / Restaurant Precinct, however, there are also some significant infrastructure,

financial and social challenges that will need to be overcome to make the project a

success and minimise political backlash.

INFRASTRUCTURE / FINANCIAL / SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Purchase of 168 Flinders Street

To enable the project Council will require the purchase of this water fronting property that

sits in the middle of the site. The site is currently owned and operated as a commercial

office by Barry Taylor.

Carparking

The current Ferry Terminal provides affordable convenient parking for around 400 cars,

with the relocation of the terminal to Flinders Street if parking was to be provided the

existing Council Carpark would have to be redeveloped into a multi-deck carpark, given

the cost of redeveloping a multi-deck carpark it is unlikely that the rates being charged at

the existing terminal could be maintained without making a loss or Council subsiding the

cost of parking. We have estimated that the proposed new multi-deck parking would only

accommodated around 250 cars. Therefore in addition to the new multi-deck carpark a

shuttle service would be required to an alternative parking location for the overflow.

Given that the majority of the commuter traffic to and from Magnetic Island is residents

the commuter bus will need to be in operation in alignment with the ferry schedule.

From a social perspective it is likely that forcing commuters to either (i) pay more for

convenient parking or; (ii) use a shuttle bus service to a remote carpark will likely result in

backlash from the Magnetic Island community.



FERRY TERMINAL OPTION A – CITY REACH

Realignment of Marina Berths & Navigation Channel

To enable the ferries to access the Finders Street area the navigation channel needs to

be widened, based on meetings with the Harbour Master there appears to be a way of

achieving the required channel width, however, this requires a realignment of the exiting

marina berths and the slight reduction in the total number of berths available.

The cost of the realignment will need to be born by Council as part of the overall

development.

Bus Drop Off and Waiting

Currently the existing Ferry Terminal also acts as the long reach bus terminal therefore

caters for buses loading and unloading. Should the Ferry Terminal be relocated there

will need to be some consideration of the most suitable location for the Bus Terminal.

The new facility will need to cater for buses with a suitable waiting and drop off /

collection space allocated on Flinders Street.

Bulky Goods Delivery and Transportation

As the ferry terminal services Magnetic and Palm Islands there will need to be

consideration for space for the delivery of small / medium sized goods that are commonly

transported via the regular ferry service.

Sealink Concessions and Conscent

At this stage Sealink are resistive to the relocation of the Ferry Terminal and with

concern on additional time to terminate and collect passengers further up the Ross River

along with concerns on the turning circles and river depth at the Flinders Street location.

It is likely that if forced to relocate Sealink would seek concessions for the additional

travel distance.

Fuelling Terminal / Maintenance

The existing terminal also caters for re-fuelling, pump-out of waste and maintenance the

new terminal would have to cater for this or alternatively an alternative location for these

functions be constructed / sources. This is another potential cost to the project.

Development of a New Ferry Terminal and Wharf

For the relocation of the terminal a new facility will need to be developed with alternative

commercial opportunities explored to off-set the development investment.

For the purchase of the land, relocation of marina berths, construction of a new multi-

deck carpark and development of a new terminal / wharf the total cost for the

development / construction works is estimated at around $30 million.

Some of the commercial opportunities that the new developed site could offer as

rentable spaces are as follows:

• Water front restaurant spaces

• Residential spaces above

• Sealink operational and administration areas

• Cafes

• Tourism operators

• Hotel



FERRY TERMINAL OPTION B – PORT AUTHORITY SCHEME

OVERVIEW

The other option for the location of the Ferry Terminal is a site adjacent to the existing

terminal, a scheme for the site has been developed by the Port Authority in conjunction

with Sealink.

The proposed development while accommodating all the requirements of Sealink also

incorporates all carparking requirements, residential apartments, retail and F&B

offerings.

The concept for the terminal appears to be well underway in development.

On review this option appears to have a lot of merit in that no investment will be required

from Council along with the social issues of carparking being addressed by another

party, also there is no disruptions to the existing marina.

Based on meetings with Sealink we are aware that they are looking to service the upper

reaches of the Ross River with smaller ferries that will be able to reach the new Stadium.

Therefore drop off points along the Ross River will need to be incorporated in the master

Plan should this option for the Ferry Terminal be adopted.

RECOMMENDATION

Based on our review of the two options for the location of the Ferry Terminal we believe

that there are many challenges with relocating the Ferry Terminal to the City Reach

location including carparking for island residents, relocation of marina berths, additional

travel time and concessions required to Sealink, separation of fuelling and servicing

facilities along with the cost to council for the acquisition of land and development of the

terminal facilities. For the money spent to relocate the terminal to a confirmed site while

closer to the CBD could be better spent undertaking other activation ideas.

Therefore we recommend Option B for the development of the Port Authority terminal.

With the adoption of this option the operator should be conditioned to provide ferry

services up to the new Finders Street, Central Park and the Stadium site.



THE LAGOON OPTIONS

OVERVIEW

Pure Projects believe that the inclusion of a significant water based facility in or near the

CBD will be of great benefit in redefining and enhancing the activation of the CDB and

provide a local, domestic tourist attraction and statement.

Along with this we believe that it has other promotional and social benefits for the greater

community to offset the cost of developing the pool.

If done correctly there would also be other commercial opportunities that would be

available to Council.

Given the inability to swim in the ocean during the summer months, a usable clean and

aesthetically appealing body of water directly on the Strand would have the potential to

redefine Townsville as has been the case in Airlie Beach and Cairns.

We are also aware that there have been commercial approaches for the placement of a

Wave Park in the vicinity of the new Stadium and believe that this would be a great

addition to the precinct and would generally enhance the activation of the area. As this is

a commercial operation the ROI and feasibility of the project will ultimately be determined

by operator interest and commitment.

While providing a significant community pool in the vicinity of the CBD is important as a

local and domestic tourism point of view we also believe that the strategic placement of

water parks in the suburbs should be looked at to cater as an alternative for most of the

population.

For the main lagoon we believe that there are three options for the location as detailed in

the following slide.

We believe Option A is the best option if Townsville really wants to start attracting

Tourism along with offering local residents with a unique and safe location to undertake

significant water based activities and sporting events year round.
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THE STRAND LAGOON CONCEPT
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SAN ALFONSO DEL MAR - CHILE

TREASURE LAGOON RESORT - BINTAN

IMAGES OF EXISTING PROJECTS

Below are images of as constructed projects from Google Earth as 

a clarification of the water quality and colour

LAGOON USE AND NEEDS ANALYSIS

Below is a matrix of the Public uses, commercial opportunities and the type of events that could be catered for in

the proposed lagoon.

Based on the image provided the lagoon would be approximately 6 hectares in size and present a substantial

water body that can be used by the public all year round with no fear of stingers. The final size of the lagoon

can be altered to suit any size or costs concerns.

Along with the social benefits there are also a number of commercial opportunities around the pool such as

restaurants, cafes, function areas, sporting equipment kiosks.

We see the main benefit of the placement of the “largest pool in Northern Australia” are the social benefits to the

local community along with providing a significant tourist attraction with Magnetic Island as a back drop.

If accepted as a concept more detailed costings and plans would be prepared.

THE STRAND LAGOON CONCEPT

“Imagine Australia's largest lagoon in the tropics looking onto the 

majestic Magnetic Island as a backdrop”



STRAND LAGOON CONCEPT

REFERENCE PHOTOS OF LAGOONS

Below are images of Crystal Lagoons off their website www.crystal-lagoons.com

http://www.crystal-lagoons.com/


THE STRAND LAGOON – ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS

With the introduction of the potential Strand Lagoon there is a number of issues that will

need to be considered, which are as follows:

Relocation of the Sailing & Dragon Boat Clubs

To facilitate the lagoon the Sailing and Dragon Boat Club will need to be relocated further

up the Strand obviously the downside will be the need to relocate but the upside is the

opportunity to provide a modern facilities and amenities. Another benefit for the inclusion

of the lagoon will be the potential for the Sailing Club to use the lagoon for its learn to sail

programmes.

Effect on Established Residential Developments Along the

Marina

As the inclusion of the lagoon will also have an impact on the current residential unit

developments along the Marina, the design of the lagoon and layout of any support

infrastructure and commercial opportunities will need to consider the vistas and location

of the residential areas.

Interactions with Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority

As this early stage there has been no interaction with Great Barrier Reef Marine Park

Authority to determine the legal or authority issues in redeveloping this area, but with

Council support if this option for the lagoon was endorsed we would commence the

discussions.



OTHER WATER BASED ACTIVITY OPTIONS IN TOWNSVILLE

OVERVIEW

We are aware that Townsville Council have been approached by a number of Water

Park Operators, with the site opposite the proposed Stadium identified as a variable

location.

While we are supporters of the concept and inclusion of a wave pool / water park in the

vicinity of the CBD we believe that this is a commercial opportunity that a private operator

should secure and operate.

Council may wish to provide support through levy reductions and planning assistance,

but we would not recommend Council operate a water park.

Based on our analysis the cost for developing wave parts is around $25m and there are

many industry concerns that the frequency and number of potential patrons does not

support the initial capital investment without significant subsidies.

Urbansurf concept proposed for Melbourne – yet to be completed



LAGOONS / RECREATIONAL POOLS ON THE OUTER SUBURBS OF TOWNSVILLE

As part of the overall strategy to addressing community comments and needs we believe

that the inclusion of water parks and facilities in the outer suburbs is also an essential

part of making Townsville an attractive place to live and provides good community

amenity for those who do not have regular access to the CBD.

These water parks would potentially offer a very different experience to that of the main

Strand Crystal Lagoon concept and would be based around your more traditional water

park.

We would recommend that 1-2 of these parks be located strategically within the suburbs

of Townsville.

We are aware that there is currently the Riverway Lagoon available to the public we

would recommend that as a start that this facility be further enhanced with the inclusion

of more kid friendly and interactive facilities to further enhance the offering and appeal.

The second part of a pool strategy for the suburbs would be the inclusion of another pool

/ water attraction in a suburb to be determined to provide another option and easy

access. The second water attraction would be more based around recreation not

traditional lap swimming.

Existing Riverway Lagoon - Townsville Water park Concept Images



STADIUM PRECINCT
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STADIUM PRECINCT

OVERVIEW

The design of the New Stadium has been developed by Cox Architects, with the main

focus on the main stadium Cox have also developed a master plan for the entire site ,

including Precinct 2 Waterside Living PDA.

The master plan caters for the following:

• The Stadium

• Carparking

• Entertainment & Exhibition Precinct

• Hotel

The commitment to the new Stadium by the Federal and State Government provides a

significant opportunity for Council to assist in providing development opportunities that

will complement and further enhance the potential for the precinct to activate the CBD.

Conceptual Image of the New Townsville Stadium by Cox Architecture



Below is a matrix of the Public uses, commercial opportunities and the type of events that could be catered for around the proposed new Stadium.

The focus of the axillary uses that will complement and continually activate the area.  The below highlights some of the potential uses.

STADIUM AUXILIARY USE AND NEEDS ANALYSIS



STADIUM PRECINCT

OVERVIEW

Currently the balance of the Stadium Precinct according to the PDA Master Plan is

earmarked for residential / hotel uses. Based on our review we feel that this area is

better utilised with uses that are more complimentary to the Stadium. While these uses

may not have the same yields as straight residential developments, the stimulus of the

area with frequent and continuous patronage will be key in contributing to the activation

of the CBD.

The alternative uses and options for this site include :

• Residential

• Hotel

• Family Entertainment

• Centre for Excellence & Rehabilitation

• Entertainment and Exhibition Precinct

• Retail Precinct

• Childcare

• Or a combination of the above

Our summary analysis of the options are as follows:

Residential

While this option traditionally would be assumed to produce the highest yield there are a

few factors that work against this option being:

(i) Location – once the Stadium is built if this site was to be used for residential it would

be landlocked and the introduction of residential areas directly adjacent to the

Stadium may limit the use due to acoustic considerations.

(ii) Competition with the CBD – the introduction of residential on this site would

compete with any potential residential developments in the area including the CBD.

The delivery or encouragement of residential development in the CBD would be far

better as a CBD activation than developing residential on this site.

(iii) Community Activation - of the precinct and the potential contribution of the CBD we

believe that to use this prime site for residential would not provide the optimal

activation of the area of be complementary of the Stadium and Convention Centre

uses.

Accommodation - Hotel

With the inclusion of other uses within the precinct the addition to a hotel on the site

would be a suitable inclusion. Given that Council currently own the land any hotel site

could be provided on a long term lease basis effectively providing Council with income to

fund other Master Plan initiatives.

From an activation aspect the inclusion of a hotel would potentially provide additional

patronage to the CBD.

Family Entertainment

This option would provide for a family entertainment centre within the precinct this would

provide activation and an attraction to the area outside of the normal stadium times of

use. Given that Council currently own the land any family entertainment site could be

provided on a long term lease basis effectively providing Council with income to fund

other Master Plan initiatives.

The option for a family entertainment centre to be closer or within the CBD would provide

a better activation option.

Additionally most of the Family Entertainment options could be accommodated within

smaller and / or existing spaces.

Centre for Excellence & Rehabilitation

The inclusion of a Sporting Centre for Excellence and Rehabilitation including in Training

Field the precinct that could cater to the training for the Cowboys NRL Team and others

and in our experience other sport training and recovery functions can be accommodated

within the centre.

In relation to relevance to the Stadium this use has a direct correlation with the Stadium

and provides excellent activation of the precinct and CBD on a year round basis.

With the Cowboys being such an integral part of Northern Queensland, locating their key

training and administrative functions close to the CBD will be key in maintaining the day

to day relevance of all linkages to the Stadium and CBD.

Entertainment & Exhibition Precinct

Locating an Entertainment & Exhibition Precinct on the site would complement the

Stadium and Hotel offerings and would be a good activator of CBD hotels and

accommodation options.



STADIUM PRECINCT

Retail

While the location of a Retail Centre would be an option for the site, other uses would be

better for activating the CBD as any major retail precinct would have the reverse effect

and take away from the current offering in the CBD.

RECOMMENDATION

Based on our review we believe that the best use of the of the site directly adjacent to the

Stadium would be for the location of Centre for Excellence & Rehabilitation including

Training Field.

This would provide – year round activation of the area, complementary uses and greatest

potential activation of the CBD retail and accommodation.

Depending on the design there may be options for training facilities such as indoor

courts, gyms, training pools, sports rehabilitation, etc to have public access.

With the growth in the requirement for suitable / safe first world training facilities in the

tropics there may be an opportunity for Townsville to position itself as a safe tropical

training destination.

With the number of staff employed by the Cowboys for training and administration

support, there may also be an option to provide an integrated Childcare facility catering

for both staff and the public.



STADIUM PRECINCT – ACTIVATION PLAN

Potential 

Cowboys 

Training Facility
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This plan is indicative of the uses

on the site.

The overall planning of the site and

location of uses such as Hotel,

Entertainment & Exhibition and the

Centre for Excellence including

Training Field needs further

development and refining.



Conceptual Images of Training & Rehabilitation Facilities



ESSENDON FOOTBALL CLUB TRAINING & ADMINISTRATIVE FACILITY –

TULLAMARINE, AUSTRALIA

The Essendon Football Club Training & Administrative Facility in Melbourne as 

delivered by Pure Projects is a great example of a modern training facility that has some 

aspect of public access.

The Centre comprises of the following :

• Two Ovals  (MCG size and Etihad size) with running/walking track

• Training Hall (featured in photo below)

• Training Centre including gym, pool, hydrotherapy, locker room, medical/recovery 

areas

• Administrative Building

• Reception, Cafe and Retail Area

• Administration Centre

• Car Parking and Access



PREDESTRIAN LINKAGES & PUBLIC SPACES



PEDESTRIAN FLOW ANALYSIS
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PEDESTRIAN FLOW AND CIRCULATION

OVERVIEW

Key to unlocking the activation of the CBD and connecting the key areas of the city is the ability to get people to be

circulating through areas of the city on a continuous basis year round.

Key circulation areas that connect the key designations in the CBD along with the new Stadium are the following streets

and areas:

• Lowth Street

• Ogden Street

• Flinders Street East

• Dean Street

• Palmer Street

• Victoria Bridge

• Central Park

Other key connectivity points that also need to be enhanced are the following:

• Access to the Ville and Entertainment Centre

• Access from the CBD to the Strand

• Save access to and from the Stadium site via under and / or overpasses

Along with Durie Design we will be looking to activate these routes and provide adequate shading, landscaping and

hardscaping to engage the community to use the spaces. With the right treatment and greening of the spaces we believe

that we will be able to make these areas more appealing and liveable as transit zones.

Currently many of the streets and parklands within Townsville are barren and void of any shade, this is further

compounded by most of the areas being asphalt creating a total heat sink.

We believe that the softening of these harsh environments along with suitable place making will have a big impact on

making the CBD a more attractive, liveable and appealing place for the residents of Townsville to visit and enjoy.

From a planning, activation and linking perspective the greening and updating of (i) Flinders Street East, (ii) Palmer

Street a; and (iii) Victoria Bridge are a priority.

Both Flinders Street East and Victoria Bridge are in desperate need of greening along with extensive shading to protect

pedestrians from the elements.



GREEN LINKAGES

Activations of spaces through landscaping if done well can add significant value

and interest to a space, this is best represented by the success of the High Line

project in New York that took an old redundant rail bridge and turned it into a key

social and tourist destination through the creative landscaping of the railway lines.

Through the use of green linkages that are aesthetically pleasing and provide

adequate shading during the day and interesting and effective lighting of a night

the activation and appeal of transiting through spaces will be encouraged.

Key green linkages will initially be:

• Flinders Street

• Palmer Street

• Victoria Bridge

• Central Park

High-Line walkway in New York by Day

High-Line walkway in New York at Night



VICTORIA BRIDGE

Victoria Bridge is a key pedestrian access way spaning across the Ross River

connecting the CBD to Palmer Street, the current bridge has little shade and aesthetic

appeal.

There is a real opportunity to activate the bridge as a major landmark through

considered design and landscaping adding interest and amenity to the heart of the City,

some of the concepts images are as below.

London Bridge Concept by Dan Pearson

Pedestrian Bridge in Sarajevo, Bosnia

PALMER STREET

Palmer Street is one of Townsville's key food and accommodation areas. The street

and restaurant / shop front areas are in despite need of renovation and updating.

The street appeal of Palmer Street could be lifted by providing greater landscaping and

shade, uniform pavement designs, change road finish and aesthetically pleasing outdoor

eating areas.

As the street is also a key nigh-time entertainment area the design and inclusion of

feature lighting would be a key in the rejuvenation of the street.

To provide greater public space and aid in the activation of the street Council could also

consider reducing traffic flow to a single lane – there are many examples where the

removal of curb side parking and adding pedestrian spaces have aided in the activation

of areas.

Manly Corso - Sydney



FLINDERS STREET EAST
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Flinders Street East is another key restaurant, bar and entertainment area in Townsville.

The street is known more for its late night entertainment and bars. The street is void of any

shading of decent landscaping along with being divided from the Ross River frontage by a

four lane asphalt road and Council carpark.

During summer day-time hours the street is a hostile environment with limited shade

connecting the CBD to Reef HQ and the Museum of Tropical Queensland.

The transformation of the street through reclaiming the Council Carpark and converting it to

a landscaped parkland, along with providing shading along the street through both better

tree canopies and shading structures, will provide greater hours of appeal along with better

connectivity to the Strand and other attractions such as Reef QH and the Museum.

Options such as floating performance stages and riverside amphitheatres could also be

investigated in greater details as unique attractions broadening the entertainment options.

The incorporation of the Riverside Walkway and a Ferry Wharf would provide even greater

public amenity and access to the area up and down the Ross River and to the new

Stadium.

To offset the reduction in the Council on-grade carparking the introduction of a multi-deck

carpark serving the area would be required, this carpark would be best concealed by a

vertical garden.

Shade structures, covered walkways and dining areas would ideally be a combination of

structures and planting.

The use of lighting at night against both the buildings and landscaping can also enhance

the entire experience and appeal of the street, the running costs of night lighting could be

offset through the inclusion of solar technologies in shade structures.



FLINDERS STREET EAST – REFERENCE IMAGES

Following concept images for the rejuvenation of Flinders Street East.

Lighting Examples

Multi-deck Carpark Green Wall

Waterside Amphitheatre

Green Building and Shade Structures

Green walkway Structures

Solar and Green Shade Structures

Building Feature Lighting landscape Feature Lighting



ACCESS LINKAGES

To create easy safe access to and from the new Stadium to other key sites and precincts

around the CBD, it will be important to put in place over and underpasses where required

to cater for the peak demand period.

The key access points from the stadium are:

• Access over the Lowth Street Bridge

• Access over or under Rooney Street to access the Central Park Area

• Access over or under Saunders Street to access the Dean Street Carpark Site

The design of aesthetically pleasing over and underpasses is a real opportunity to link the

area and reinforce a new brand for Townsville.

The treatment of these linkages could be through design, greening and lighting.

With the Stadium expected to be complete for the 2020 NRL season, the design and

planning of any bridges and linkages to the Stadium should commence immediately to

ensure that there are no surprises, and that the access points are resolved and

constructed in advance of opening.



BREAKWATER BRIDGE

Should the Strand Lagoon concept be adopted, we see the inclusion of a swing bridge as

both a pedestrian access and architectural attraction that could be unique to Townsville

and complete the loop to The Ville and Entertainment Centre.

While there maybe some operational issues around the installation of a bridge with the fact

that Townsville has two marina precincts the installation and adoption of a swing or tilting

bridge could provide an interesting addition to the Townsville Landscape.

Friedrich Bayer Bridge  in BrazilGateshead Millennium Bridge, UK

Rolling Bridge Grand Union Canal London



TRANSPORT AND ACCESS TO THE CBD 



TRANSPORT

OVERVIEW

Consistent feedback from our community consultation has been both the lack of reliable

public transport and the lack of carparking in the CBD.

The feedback is that the bus services provided are inconsistent, take too long and follow

longer routes than required.

Based on the information provided by Council are underway with the relocation of the Bus

Hub for the city which is to be located between Hanran and Ogden Streets just south of

the central business area of Townsville.

The location appears to be located convenient to both the CBD and the new Stadium.

Another proposed means for transport at weekends and around key events, will be the

provision for small Ferries to run up and down the Ross River with collection and drop off

points at the Stadium, Central Park, Flinders Street East.

Architectural Renders of Proposed new Bus Hub



TRANSPORT NODES
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CARPARKING ANALYSIS
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ENTRY STATEMENTS



LOCAL COMMUNITY ENTRY STATEMENTS

To complement the Greening of the CBD initiatives it is recommended that Council undertake a

programme to create landscaped entry statements within the suburbs of Townsville.

This would also reinforce the Council’s commitment to greening the city and making all parts of

Townsville more liveable.

These landscaped entry statements would be located at or within each suburb as a feature and to

reinforce Councils commitment to greening the city. All pants would be selected to be robust and

drought resilient.

These entry statement and gardens also need to be extended to the arrival into Townsville from all

major arterial roads.



AIRPORT ENTRY STATEMENTS

As part of the overall greening strategy one of the most impressionable arrival experiences especially

for visitors is the trip from the Airport to the CBD.

The inclusion of a landscaped Signage at the entrance / exit to the Airport along with at the turn-off in to

Old Common Road would be a great addition along with the planting of John Melton Black Drive with

road site trees and foliage.

Another option would be the use of banners advertising / promoting up coming events strategically

placed along the route from the airport to the CBD.



CASTLE HILL ACTIVATION



CASTLE HILL

Castle Hill is a major landmark and part of the Townsville DNA, it dominates the background

to the CBD and is a key attraction for locals and visitors alike.

Castle Hill is a buzz of activity both in the early morning and evening with locals regularly

using the hill for their daily activity climbing the road to the summit either on foot or cycle.

For tourists to Townsville, a visit to Castle Hill is a must and provides uninterrupted views to

Magnetic Island and over the greater Townsville Metropolitan area.

It is surprising that with the regular patronage of Castle Hill that there are no food or

refreshment options at the top or at the key vantage points. We are aware that the

Panorama House was previously in operation on the Hill and closed due to issues with

sustainable patronage.

In late 2016 Council issued an EOI seeking interest from Adventure-based Tourism

operators looking for opportunities to better utilise and provide public attractions on Castle

Hill, A number of submissions were received with a variety of activity options being put

forward including:

• Rock climbing, abseiling, zip lines

• Climbing ladders

• Food vanes / trucks

• Mountain Biking

• Wave Pools (not located on Castle Hill)

• Restaurants / Cafes and Gondola with the redevelopment of Panorama House

Other options for the activation of Castle Hill would be the inclusion of Hotel

Accommodation and Wedding Function Spaces providing a boutique offering in Townsville

with rooms enabling un-interrupted views over Magnetic Island.

If Castle Hill is to be activated ideally there would be a combination of uses and providers

involved providing the following attraction options:

• Restaurant c/w function spaces and a public accessible café for refreshments

• Rock climbing, abseiling, zip lines – we are aware that one of the options is for the

zip line to extend to the new stadium there maybe a more reduced zip line

experience that could be explored to contain the operations to a designated area of

the Hill.

• Boutique Hotel Accommodation should be explored further as an option for

activation.

All these uses could be co-located in one administrative / operational hub to minimise the

footprint.

We are aware that there is a parcel of land on Castle Hill owned privately. If Council were

to lead the initiatives of activating Castle Hill through providing a lettable space for food,

accommodation and adventure options, then it is recommended that they own the land and

control the development / letting of the area to suitable operators.

With designating Castle Hill as a PDA with the right guidelines it would unlock the activation

potential of the area.



RADICAL BAY ACTIVATION



RADICAL BAY ACTIVATION

Radical Bay on Magnetic Island is the jewel in the crown of Townsville in relation to being able to
create a truly international high end tourist destination.

Being located close to a major airport and a quick boat ride from the heart of Townsville makes
the island an appealing and easily accessible destination. Combined with the privacy of the
beach and the pristine waters, it definitely ticks all the boxes in relation to a high end tourist
destination.

The vision for Radical Bay is to create a high end eco-resort that can become a key part of a
brand strategy for Townsville.

With Magnetic Island recently placing 5th in Trip Advisor’s Travellers Choice Awards, the
island has unique community and traveller appeal.

The inclusion of Radical Bay as recommended PDA will also provide a clearer approval pathway
for any potential investors and developers. Obviously stringent environmental and density
controls will be required to ensure that the area is not over-developed and community
accessibility is maintained.



RECOMMENDATIONS & NEXT STEPS



PLANNING RECOMMENDATIONS

PLANNING RECOMMENTATIONS

Following are our recommendations from the investigations and extensive community

consultation:

• The adoption and planning with State Government Agencies for the additional

PDA’s within the CBD, Radical Bay, Rowes Bay and Castle Hill.

• The further planning and design of the following activation options:

– Upgrade and greening of Flinders Street East

– Upgrade and greening of Palmer Street

– Upgrade and greening of Victoria Bridge

– The Strand Lagoon

– Central Park

– Bridge and tunnel linkages to the Stadium

– The Indigenous Arts and Cultural Precinct and seeking Federal and

State Funding Commitments

– Centre for Excellence and Rehabilitation including Training Field with the

Cowboys

– The Entertainment & Exhibition Precinct on the Stadium site

– Hotel on the Stadium site

– Townsville and Suburb entrance statements

– Airport entry and road landscaping and banners

With the Stadium expected to be complete for the 2020 NRL season, the

design and planning of any bridges and key linkages to the Stadium should

commence immediately to ensure that there are no surprises and that the

access points are resolved and constructed in advance of opening.

• Planning and delivery of the new Concert Hall in either the Hive Development or

Central Park depending on the financial modelling

• Upgrade and modernisation of the Perc Tucker Gallery

• Council to lobby for the further upgrade of Reef HQ entrance and interiors

• The adoption of the Port Authority Ferry Terminal proposed key drop off locations

NEXT STEPS

Following are the next steps, should Council endorse the recommendations of this

report:

• Document the new master plan with an architectural overlay

• Overlay of funding models and scenarios to be developed based on the Council

endorsed projects

• Understand the Council funding available for the delivery of projects

• Council to approach Federal and State Government on the availability of funding

to support the establishment of the Indigenous Arts and Cultural Centre

• Project Briefs and Concept designs for all proposed activation projects to

commence along with budgets to be developed

• Council to commence negotiations with Hotel operators for the Stadium site hotel

development

• Council to commence negotiations with Cowboys on the Centre for Excellence &

Rehabilitation

• Design and detailed discussions to commence with Crystal Lagoons to enable

the concept design of the Strand Lagoon.
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